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Geometrical Interpretation of Iterative “Turbo” Decoding  B. Muquet , P. Duhamel , and M. de Courville
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 CNRS/LSS, Sup´elec, 91192 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France - e-mail: [email protected] Abstract: This paper provides a geometrical interpretation of the decoding of bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM). Compared to our previous work reported in [9], it provides a complete interpretation of the iterative decoding algorithm and identifies some additive projections that are performed. A new convergence result is also provided. Related areas: Coding theory and practice, (Coded modulations) Keywords: BICM, turbo algorithms, Kullback distance, projection, spaces of probability distributions



I. I NTRODUCTION In this paper, we consider the decoding of BICM, a problem which is difficult to solve optimally in practice because it requires an exhaustive search. We show that the problem is closely related to some spaces of probability distributions and that several projections onto some density spaces with respect to the Kullback distance are involved both by the theoretical and the traditional (suboptimal) decoding algorithms. We provide a new characterization of the turbo decoder as an algorithm performing successive projections of some probabilities densities. This formalism allows us to derive a new convergence result. Concerning the state of the art, the first works recognizing the importance of Kullback concepts for decoding can be found in [12,13,3]. Recently some analysis of turbo algorithms based on related ideas have been reported in [10,4,11,7]. II. S YSTEM



MODEL AND NOTATIONS



The transmission scheme is depicted in Fig. 1 and is compliant with the BICM model of [5]. In this document, boldface fonts stands for sequences of either bits or complex symbols and calligraphic notations are used for denoting sets. For simplicity, we consider only the case of a rate 1/2 convolutional encoder with transmission over the AWGN channel. Thus, a size







sequence of bits







is encoded into a sequence



       which is then scrambled



    operating on bits indexes. The resulting interleaved bits  !#" %$ are next parsed into subsequences of & bits:  (')+*    " '* $ )  that are mapped onto complex symbols , ' belonging to a given constellation of size - ) . Symbols , ' are transmitted through the channel and received as: . ' , '0/21+' . In the following, we denote by 3 the set of all sequences of - bits: 34 657982:  9? and by @ the  ? set of sequences of - bits that are not prohibited by the code constraints: @A 5 B82: so that  is a codeword . We denote by C the sequence of interleaved encoded bits and by D the corresponding set of interleaved codewords.



by a bit-interleaver represented by a permutation function



b



c Convolutional



d Interleaver



Symbol mapping



Fig. 1. Transmission model
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III. A THREE - STEPS



        sense defined by:  



PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMALLY DECODING



From the sequence of received symbols , the receiver has to estimate



.







BICM



in a given sense, for instance in the MAP



Unfortunately, this cannot be implemented directly due to its exponential



complexity in the length of the information sequence. Usually, one takes advantage of the Markovian property of the convolutional encoder in order to avoid the evaluation of



  







for every







. However this is impossible with



BICM because the bit interleaver makes the equivalent channel non-memoryless. Hence only sub-optimal iterative and non-iterative algorithms have been proposed to decode BICM with reasonable complexities [5,8]. In order to find the optimal solution without performing the exhaustive search, we propose in this section a procedure which can be seen as a first step toward a fully implementable algorithm. This algorithm operates basically in three steps. Roughly the first sub-block computes the APP without accounting for the code structure; the second sub-block accounts a posteriori for the code structure while the final sub-block performs the maximization over the resulting “code compatible” APP set. A. First step: evaluation of the symbols sequences APP Due to the one-to-one correspondence between information sequences and codewords, the MAP search is equivalent to: all
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    for i.e. for all possible sequences including those which do not correspond to codewords (the notations   and .



The first part of the algorithm consists in the computation of the probabilities



are used to underline that the code structure is or is not accounted for when evaluating the APP). It can be shown



that omitting the code structure for the APP evaluation allows to turn the complexity into a linear one because



  







simply requires some local computation of marginal probabilities as:



where



'



            "! '    '  . '  gathers the



&



bits carried by symbol



.'.



B. Second step: projection onto the code structure In the first step



#  







has been evaluated for all
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by ignoring the code structure. The next step consists of



introducing a posteriori the code constraints before the maximization. For this, we aim at projecting the APP distribution evaluated over



3



to set of distributions compatible with the code, i.e., such that



  



 ; if %  8$ @



.



A theoretical framework is required in order to define clearly the notion of projection. A possible one for our purpose is the theory of information geometry (IG) which focuses on spaces of probability distributions [1]. It provides a Pythagorean-like projection theorem over some distribution spaces (the “exponential families”) in which the KullbackLeibler distance plays a role similar to the squared distance in Euclidean geometry [6]. With this framework, our projection consists of finding the probability distribution in the exponential family of “code compatible densities”



&







:('  ' *)  ; if )+8 $ @ > which minimizes the Kullback-Leibler distance to the probability distribution :      8 3 > : -,   .  /1023 "  $54            . IG ensures that a solution to this problem exists and it can be shown
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that it is given by:



 ,                    stands for the indicator function of the code, i.e.,     = if  







where



(1)
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and



;



otherwise. This result has



previously been recognized by Battail in [3] without linking it to IG. C. Third step: maximization The third step consists of performing the maximization from retain the probability



   







 ,   . Actually since the projection step is equivalent to



only for the codewords, it is very easy to show that the first two steps (channel likelihood



&  ) preserve the MAP estimation:   2                             ,           ,   



evaluation and projection onto











IV. S IMPLIFICATIONS



AND PRACTICAL ALGORITHM



A. Simplifications The 3 steps procedure cannot be implemented directly because the exponential complexity is only shifted to the



@



projection step (it requires the knowledge of the codebook ). Classically, most decoding algorithms reduce complexity by taking advantage of the fact that the encoder is observed through a memoryless channel. This requires some approximation in the case of BICM with most constellations. Indeed it can be shown that a sufficient condition for considering that the encoder is observed through a memoryless channel is that the codeword probability law is separable into marginal bit probabilities:
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 '  .  



where



.



 



stands for the complex symbol carrying 



' . Obviously this equation does not hold except with specific constellations (e.g. BPSK or QPSK with Gray labeling). Hence       has to be approximated by a product of separable densities which can be achieved in several ways. Our problem can thus be reformulated as finding the separable probability distribution closest to       . Actually, it can be noticed that the separable densities form an exponential family. Hence a projection exists with respect to the



Kullback-Leibler distance and it can be shown that the best approximation in this sense is simply given by:



    "!   '  .    '  . 



 







 







Note that this approximation is the one classically made in the literature to allow the bit deinterleaving [8]. What we have shown is that it is optimal in a well defined sense: it is a projection of



  







in the Kullback-Leibler sense.



B. Practical algorithm Having identified the necessary approximation, the 3-steps procedure now consists of the following operations: 1 - Demapping: It performs implicitly the first step (APP evaluation) and the approximation. It consists explicitly in evaluating the encoded bits APP without accounting for the code structure:
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(2)
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2 - Decoding: It amounts to compute the marginal bit probabilities



  











or



    



from the probabilities provided



at step 1. It performs implicitly the projection step and an additional projection onto the set of separable densities. Indeed:
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Making use of the optimal approximation previously identified, we obtain:
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! ' " !#" ')+* $  . '  



    







 











which can be evaluated recursively using a sum-product algorithm [2]. Thus, we can claim that the SISO decoder performs implicitly the projection onto the code structure of the marginal probabilities under the assumption that all the encoded bits given the sequence of observations are independent. This is stated more solidly in next section. 3 - Iterations: Of course the approximation that the encoded bits are independent given the observations does not hold and leads to a solution which is not the MAP one. It has been proposed in [8] to use the turbo-principle in order to improve the decoding process. The idea is to use the decoder output in the demapping process as an a priori in the demapping to take into account the bit dependency in the demapping. This is achieved by providing to the decoder the extrinsic demapper probabilities defined as:  
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where the extrinsic decoder probability is defined as V. I NTERPRETING
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and where



 '  ')+* 



(3) .



THE ITERATIVE ALGORITHM FROM THE INFORMATION GEOMETRY POINT OF VIEW



$



Iterative decoding has been shown to significantly improve performance and we characterize it from the angle of



" geometry distribution in this section (index   



stands for the -th iteration).



$  " The decoding sub-block takes as input all the deinterleaved marginal extrinsic probabilities   and$ applies  "   the $ sum-product algorithm to produce some updated marginal a posteriori and extrinsic probabilities:     and "     accounting for the whole sequence of observations and the code structure. Therefore, the decoder can only  



be considered from a global point of view as opposed to the demapper which $ can be viewed both from a local and   " 



a global point of view (see below). In this aim, we built the density  that the decoder implicitly processes as: "   $         "  $    . It can be proved that the decoding is equivalent to two successive projections of the density  "  $ onto the exponential family of the code compatible densities and then onto the exponential family of the separable 



$  "  densities. Indeed it can be shown that    can be expressed as: ! (*) $" $ $"    "   



       " #   $ %   & +  - /.10 ',32 - /.10 ' 3 2    5 464 A. Interpreting the SISO decoder
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This is illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 2 where we have defined the probability density onto
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as the projection of 
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B. Interpreting the demapping The demapping can be seen from a local point of view, i.e., by considering the marginal probabilities involved by Equations (2) and (3). However it can also be viewed globally by considering the codewords probabilities that it



" $ C  



 



" $     .



implicitly manipulates. Indeed, it can be shown that the demapper implicitly considers the separable density provided by the decoder 







   











  







" * $



 2   "   $   $    "   $    $ . CThen it 2  "  "



Knowing this a priori and the channel likelihood density



'   . '  C '  , it evaluates the intermediate following probability density:



 



C  



projects this intermediate density onto the separable densities to obtain some a posteriori marginal probabilities. It then



" * $C 



* $ $   "    C   $1  "   C  .



feeds the decoder with the separable extrinsic density defined from the APP output density and from the a priori input density as: 



   



-
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This view of the demapping sub-block is summarized in the upper part of Fig. 2. Note that the entry corresponding to the probability density



   C







is not depicted since it does not vary during the iterative process. Therefore the



demapping can be understood similarly as the decoding: it is composed of two sub-blocks operating successively, the final one performing a projection onto the set of separable densities of an intermediate probability distribution. Note also that this intermediate distribution involves, as in the decoding case, an exponential family which we refer as “channel-likelihood compatible densities”. However we have not yet been able neither to find a closed form expression for the projection of a given density onto evaluating



#  C



&



nor to give a clear sense to the operation performed by the first sub-block



 ( C  : this remains an open issue in the completion of our analysis.



C. Interpreting the whole iterative decoding process From the previous developments, it is easy to provide a geometrical model of the iterative decoding algorithm. Actually, this just requires to link the blocks by an interleaver providing a probability distribution probability distribution



'&% '(   and by a de-interleaver performing the opposite operation.



' "!$# C  from an input



This way, we can fully characterize the decoding process as the evolution of some probability distributions defined on known subspaces. This is summarized in Fig. 2 in which the decoding algorithm is represented by 4 sub-blocks corresponding to the 3 projections it involves plus the operation corresponding to the channel-compatible APP evaluation. Note that the decoding and demapping sub-block are exchanging extrinsics probabilities rather than a posteriori probabilities because it is known that it improves performance. We provide below a new justification to the propagation of extrinsics rather than APP which concerns the case where the algorithm has converged (note that the global modelization has to be considered in order to prove this local theorem on marginal probabilities). Theorem: propagating extrinsic probabilities rather than APP forces the a posteriori probabilities provided by the demapping and decoding sub-blocks to be equal if the algorithm has converged:
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for all
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS We have considered the decoding of BICM and provided some theoretical results highlighting the underlying approximations and structures involved in it. We have fully characterized the iterative decoding process as an algorithm operating on probability distributions. This formalism has the following facets: 1) it is very general, does not really specify the encoder and hardly considers the interleaver; 2) it does not really account for the accuracy of the observation sequence



i.e., whether t represents reliably the transmitted codeword or not. Hence it could be expected that if some



results are obtained from the proposed formalism, they will somehow be very general and apply for any encoder, any interleaver and any SNR as is the convergence result that we have provided.   d
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Fig. 2. Geometrical point of view on the decoding algorithm
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